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Abstract:
The GDPR (or the General Data Protection Regulation) took the world by storm last year. It
is rare, if not unique, for a piece of European legislation to become so popular that it enters
global mainstream. Several factors contributed to this, including the Cambridge
Analytica/Facebook scandal and the ensuing debate on online political microtargeting,
which is seen as contributing to the outcome of significant recent events, like Brexit and the
2016 US elections. The permeation of technology into our day to day lives, monitoring how
we walk to how we sleep, together with the unprecedented fines the GDPR proposes for
misuse of personal data by creators of technology are other factors that brought this piece
of legislation to stardom. But what is the GDPR? What does it really do? How does it work?
Did it actually pop up in 2018 out of the blue? What is the history behind it? This lecture will
provide an overview of the GDPR, looking at its history, placing it in context and explaining
its main mechanisms.
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